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Project Commander is one of  the easiest to 

use and the most cost effective planning  

solutions around today and can exchange infor-

mation with Microsoft Project , PowerProject. 
 

Cost advantage 
The cost of single licence for a stand-alone or for a 

network is only £195-395. For office based staff for 

£395, all staff can have access to Project Commander. 

Further licences cost only £195. This means massive 

savings against competitors such as PowerProject -  

where one licence costs nearly £1300 (including 

Maintenance) with minimal extra user discounts; and 

Microsoft Project which costs around £500 and there 

is no network version. 

Easier to use 
Since Project Commander is WYSIWYG, what you 

see on the screen is exactly how it prints. It is highly 

graphical and allows you to draw bars, link bars and 

move bars with the mouse. It fits the chart exactly to 

the page. Microsoft Project is notoriously awkward 

when it comes to printing. 
 

Project Commander is used even down at Site Manag-

er level to create short-term plans or update contract 

programmes. Anyone can create a professional Tender 

plan with client Cost graph quickly with little training.  

Competitive features 
Both Project Commander and PowerProject were writ-

ten specifically for the construction industry, but Mi-

crosoft Project lacks many features. There is an exten-

sive comparison with MS Project on our website, 

along with a full list of all features. 

Training 
Project Commander can used straight out of the box 

with no training. You will never need more than one 

day’s training to get to grips with most of Project 

Commander’s features - unlike our competitors.  
 

We offer training at your office or low cost live short 

courses over the internet at times to suit you - even out 

of hours or at weekends.  

Project Commander comes 

with a free Viewer can be 

downloaded off the web. 

This allows both users and 

clients  to view/print pro-

ject files  

without the ability to 

change data & without the cost of any licence. 

MANAGING PROFIT  

For projects that use some or all in-house resources, 

Project Commander can forecast Profit. You can enter 

against each task a Revenue figure based on the  

valuation in the Estimate. The costs will  represent the 

actual task costs and the schedule and costs will be 

updated as the project progresses. You can then graph 

Forecasted Cost against Revenue. 

MANAGING CASHFLOW 

Where a Baseline is saved, you can graph Actual ver-

sus Original Plan and predict forward. 

FORECASTING VALUATIONS 

Project Commander calculates periodic valua-

tions per calendar month (or weekly) using a 

Cost Graph or calculating Actual Cost to Date 

using Actual %.  

Using the graph, it can assist in predicting move-

ments in future valuations. 


